Summary of Conclusions – ESF-14 Cross-Sector Business & Infrastructure Conference Call

Opening Comments
- Provided background on history of the previous calls and reference (CISA.gov) for additional information.
- Press/media requested to drop and contact CISA EA
- Call for private sector/ stakeholder community
- UNCLAS is level of today’s call
- Provided guidance of how to locate additional information on CISA’s web-page

Cyber Lines of Effort - CISA
- Things seeing and doing from CISA perspective as well as things to offer
  - Seeing:
    - Many businesses have moved to telework status
    - Bad actors are attacking the telework infrastructure
    - Phishing and malware activity making adjustments. Moving from COVID to recovery, stimulus, and other subjects.
  - Doing:
    - Actively scanning health care and COVID response elements for vulnerabilities
    - Sharing mitigation service with HHS. Took down over 7K fraudulent domains
    - Scanning web services used to disseminate payments to citizens and businesses
    - Publication released with UK counterpart on 8 Apr regarding Cyber actors. Other publications available on CISA.gov
  - What to think about:
    - Alert employees to be on lookout and take extra precautions. Update VPN infrastructure and devices to latest software patches.
    - Report through US CERT, any incidents in which believe you have become a victim of cyber attack
  - Offer to you:
    - If part of COVID response, be a part of cyber hygiene vulnerability scanning. Contact CISA CAT to participate/ CISA.gov for additional guidance (risk management for small businesses, technical articles)
    - Cyber hygiene vulnerability scanning is a free service

Situation Update
- Global Cases – 1,914,916 (+69,341) cases with 123,010 (+5,989) deaths; across 211 countries/territories
- U.S. Cases – 630,297 (+27,787) cases across all 50 states, DC, Guam, PR, CNMI, and USVI with 31,064 (+6,602) deaths
- Several east coast & west coast states made councils to discuss how to safely operate and not spread the virus with opening the economy
- CDC has excellent resources, ECIWG is available, do’s and don’ts for employees

Additional Comment
- Approaching release of ECIWG version 3.0, with minimal changes

ESF-14 Update
- MX – CISA arranged for US Embassy in MX City to brief on next Tuesdays’ call
- Trying to consolidate CDC messaging that applies to callers
- CBP rules on export restrictions – decision is still at senior leadership level. No updates available for today
- Will try to get DOS representative for future call

NBEOC
- Released supply of PPE and equipment guidance and how to preserve PPE equipment in the communities
- Surge critical PPE to health care workers
- Using data to drive decision making
• 41 medical sites established across the country with states and local jurisdictions
• Continue the air bridge to surge personal medical equipment and distribute to hot spots in consultation with CDC
• Work with states and CBP to determine and track commandeering of PPE

Q&A
Question:
• Suggest motorcycles be included to the automotive repair bullet in the 3.0 version of the ECIWG.
Answer:
• 3.0 in the final stages of clearance but will see if adjustment can be made at this point.
• Recommend push recommendation to CISA CAT as well.

Question:
• How to get MX to follow our ECIWG for factories?
Answer:
• Want to have DOS representative on the next call to discuss MX.
• Working with International Affairs shop in CISA and DOS to create education for alignment across the North American continent.

Question:
• Received information that shipment of sanitizer seized going from PA to NY. Shipper said hit weigh station in PA and FEMA agents confiscated the trailer.
Answer:
• Will have to take for note.
• Encouraging issues spotting to provide the facts of the incident with details such as who, what, when, and where.

Note: Q & A session concluded early due to technical difficulties.

Closing Comments
• Will do again next week on Tuesday and Thursday
• Will try to bring in high-profile speakers to share information
• Will post recording on HSIN web-page
• Want to hear from you to maximize calls
• Apologize for technical issues with today's call
• Provide feedback regarding the calls at COVID Questions